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Sikorsky Recognizes Brunei Shell Petroleum
For 50 Years Of Continuous Service With
Sikorsky Helicopters

Singapore,
April 18,
2017 –
Sikorsky
today
recognized
Brunei Shell
Petroleum
(BSP) for 50
years of
continuous
service with
Sikorsky
helicopters. 
The
recognition
event took
place at the
inaugural
2017
Rotorcraft
Asia show. 
Sikorsky is a
Lockheed
Martin
company.

Across five
decades,

BSP’s fleet of six Sikorsky helicopters ̶  three original S-61N™ and the three replacement S-92®
models ̶  have primarily performed offshore oil and passenger transport missions

“We are honored to recognize Brunei Shell Petroleum for 50 years of continuous service with
Sikorsky products,” said Christophe Nurit, Sikorsky’s regional sales executive, Asia.  “We are grateful
for the trust placed in Sikorsky helicopters when executing challenging offshore oil and search and
rescue missions, and look forward to future milestones in our ongoing relationship.”

“We are thrilled with the recognition by Sikorsky,” said Alexirwan Omar, BSP’s head of aircraft
services.   “BSP takes great pride in its safety record, and to have operated safely with Sikorsky
helicopters is an outstanding achievement. We look forward to many more years of continued
partnership with Sikorsky.”

The first civil operations of a Sikorsky-built helicopter in the region dates back to the mid-1950’s
when Brunei Shell Petroleum contracted for the services of five, 10-passenger, S-55 helicopters.

When Brunei Shell Petroleum decided to operate its own helicopter fleet, the organization again
chose Sikorsky products.  Delivery of the first of three S-61N helicopters occurred in 1967; BSP
upgraded its fleet to Sikorsky S-92 helicopters in 2006. Combined, the entire fleet has flown nearly
170,000 flight hours and achieved more than 800,000 take-offs and landings, carrying 4.5 million
passengers safely to and from offshore oil rigs.  

Since 2004, Sikorsky has delivered more than 275 S-92 helicopters, predominantly to operators
worldwide serving the offshore oil and gas industry.

For additional information, visit: Sikorsky Commercial Systems & Services  

http://www.lockheedmartin.com/us/what-we-do/aerospace-defense/sikorsky/sikorsky-commercial-aircraft-and-services.html


 

About Lockheed Martin

Headquartered in Bethesda, Maryland, Lockheed Martin is a global security and aerospace company
that employs approximately 97,000 people worldwide and is principally engaged in the research,
design, development, manufacture, integration and sustainment of advanced technology systems,
products and services.

 

About Brunei Shell Petroleum

Brunei Shell Petroleum is a joint venture between the Government of Brunei (50%) and Royal Dutch
Shell (50%). The Company explores, develops and produces crude oil and natural gas both offshore
and onshore. It employs an approximate of 4,100 people, producing 300,000 barrels of oil equivalent
per day (crude oil and natural gas combined).  BSP operated its first helicopter in 1967,
accumulating more than 800,000 landings and flew more than 4.5 million passengers. 
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